
2014 Hook & Slice League Fun Night Scramble! 
 

$20 for green fee and cart owed directly to proshop! 
 
I took the league and sorted them by handicap and average.  I then took the highest handicap player 
and paired with the lowest handicap player, continuing until all pairings were made.  Since we don’t 
have an even number of players and Scott DeWyse is a 0 handicap and is averaging 5 strokes better 
than the next closest competitor over the last 4 rounds, I made him a 3 man team.  Scott, Seth and 
Bill will compete straight up against us! 
 
4:00 Tim Fickes 

Rich Jaenicke 
Greg Lamson 
Rob Hartgrove 
 

4:10 Scott DeWyse 
Seth Ferrio 
Bill Haire

4:20 Tim Markle 
Dale Roberts 
Andy Moreau 
Kris Agnew 
 

4:30 Tris Speaker 
Bob Markle 
Mike Wagner 
Trevor Ray

4:40 Paul Mrozinski 
Shawn Griffith 
Ken Feltch 
Greg Hollingsworth 
 

 

 

 
Our league rules will govern play for Fun Night and we will play from the blue tees.  Use Bay Valley 
scorecard.  We will be playing the Back, Blue Tee’s. 
 

Play a team scramble.  Each player hits ball from tee box.  The best shot is chosen and each member 
then plays from that spot.  This continues until the hole is finished. 
 

Partner drop (with in a club length) - no closer to hole and must remain in the same element (rough, 
fringe, fairway, hazard).  Ball on green must be played from same spot. 
 

If ball to be played from a bunker, you may rake and place ball (everyone). 
 
If ball to be played from hazard, must drop ball and play it as it lies (no bump). 
 
Each person gets one reload that can be used anytime, but you cannot use reloads consecutively. 
(ex.  Everyone putts and misses, one person can use their reload to putt again.  Nobody else can use 
their reload for same putt.) 
 
 

Fun Night Prize Schedule 
 

1st = $140 

2nd = $120 

3rd = $100 

4th = $100 

5th = $80 

 


